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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 116 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x
7.4in. x 0.2in.This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of
the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not
indexed. Not illustrated. 1841 Excerpt: . . . the general belief of
the Egyptians was not that an inanimate Being was the cause
of all things, but that in the world, as well as in ourselves, they
recognised the soul superior to nature, and the intelligence
which created the world superior to the soul. But I have
already shown how unsatisfactory are the opinions of Greek
writers respecting the religion of the Egyptians; and, with the
exception of a few notions, which may be gleaned from the
tenets of those who had studied, and were initiated into, the
mysteries of Egypt, little can be learnt of their philosophy, or
their religious system. Iamblichus, Plato, and some others,
indeed, have contributed to throw some light on the subject,
and the former gives the following account of the Cosmogony
of Egypt from the ancient Hermetic books. Before all things
that essentially exist, and before the total...
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Good e book and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You are going to like
how the article writer publish this publication.
-- Ma lcolm  B lock-- Ma lcolm  B lock

This is actually the finest ebook we have go through until now. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases
instead of di icult to understand. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way and is particularly just
following i finished reading through this book by which basically changed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Gillia n Wisoky-- Gillia n Wisoky
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